FOSTERING
WELLBEING THROUGH
ECOCULTURAL
RESTORATION
In the Regeneratre Christchurch
plan, Dallington landing is
proposed to be zoned for native
forest
restoration.
The
concept and form of our design
were inspired by the Maori
cultural narratives of Tānete-Wananga and Tāne Mahuta,
the Maori god of forests. A
series of pathways guide
visitors throughout the forest
canopy and lead them to the
observatory beacon inspired by
Tāne’s journey to the heavens to
attain baskets of knowledge.
Lighting, art, and cultural
narrative are incorporated to
activate the site during the
evening. The reshaping of the
land welcomes the river to
fluctuate naturally, provide
relief, and create various
microclimates. Ultimately this
place respects and betters
the well-being of the forest,
river, and bodies that occupy it.
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Morgan Southall + Andrew Walker
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Restore Ecology of Place
Initial
Restoration

Forest
Establishment

River Adaptation

Build Strong Relationships Between People and Nature
Developing
Connections

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Hauora
Physical, Spiritual,
and mental health and
wellbeing

Forest
Establishment

Encourage Cultural Narratives
On-Going
Storytelling

Forest
Establishment

Integrate Within the Regional Ecocultural Matrix
Initial
Construction

Corridor
Restoration

Strengthening
Connections

Develop a Framework for Urban Pocket Sanctuaries
Initial
Plan

20-Year Revisions

Mature Framework
Development

Kaitiakitanga
Custodianship, shared
responsibility and
respect for our natural
environment

Matauranga
Education, cultural
practices, the growing
and sharing of
knowledge

Tane Mahuta
Ranginui
(sky
father)
and
Papatūānuku (earth mother), had
produced many children while lying
in a close embrace. The children
became frustrated with living in
darkness between their parents,
and decided to push the pair apart.
Rongomātāne arose to separate the
two, but the two were not separated.
Tangaroa arose to separate the
two but they were not separated.
Haumia-tiketike arose but the result
was the same. Tūmatauenga arose
and the result was the same.
It was Tāne who successfully separated
Ranginui and Papatūānuku, and
created Te Ao Mārama – the world
of light. Trees in the forest are seen
as Tāne-mahuta, rising to separate
earth and sky. Tāne, the tree, holds
the sky aloft, bringing light into the
world.

Tane-te-Wananga

Tāne then journeyed to gain
knowledge, held by Ranginui in the
heavens. He climbed to the upmost
heaven along the great Aka Matua
vine to retrieve three baskets of
knowledge, Te kete Tuauri (knowledge
of things unknown), Te kete Tuatea
(knowledge beyond space and time),
and Te kete Aronui (knowledge of
love, peace, and the arts). These were
distributed and implanted about the
earth, from which came human life,
growing from dim light to full light.
And there was life.
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PROJECT GOALS OVER TIME
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PREPARATORY MOVES

PATHS AND PLACE
LP +

Neighborhood Walk

LP +

Proposed Stopbank

Stopbank Commuter Trail

H+
LP +

LP +

Proposed Reroute

Canopy Boardwalk
River Boardwalk

H+

Gathering Spaces

1) Light-Touch Regrading
Works with Existing Grades
Welcomes in Natural Processes
Provides Dry Connections
Creates Microclimate Experiences

2) Relocate Existing Stopbanks
Widens for Quality Pedestrian Experience
Welcomes River Fluctuation
Provides Pressure Relief for Intense Storms

3) Reroute Gayhurst Road
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Reduces Future Inundation Impact
Reduces Materials and Maintenance
Strengthens Forest and Landing Experience

39%
Reduction
of Road
Required

Boardwalk
Paths

Informal
Trails

Gathering
Spaces

Intimate
Pockets

Large boardwalks
connect through the
site to provide diverse
experience to visitors
and ensure access during
all water inundation
events.

Smaller paths encourage
exploration and selfdetermined discovery.
They encourage users to
wander along their own
journey, to build new
relationships with the
forest and river. These
and can be easily adapted
for seasonal change or
future scenarios.

Large spaces located
at the Landing and
adjacent open green
spaces, as well as
the iconic Basket
of Knowledge,
encourage community
activity and group
learning and sharing
of knowledge.
Intermittent gathering
spaces along the
Canopy Boardwalk
provide moments of
rest and reflection,
and a more intimate
space to share and
learn.

Small pockets within
the vegetation create
more intimate spaces
to connect with the
forest and river, to
learn through selfdiscovery, or to take
a moment of rest and
reflection.

The Canopy Boardwalk
intermittently lands on
high points throughout
the site. These act as
grounding points for
visitors, while also acting
an emergency pedestrian
route for surrounding
neighborhoods during
high water events.

DALLINGTON LANDING

Proposed Regrading

H+

60%
Reduction
of Stopbank
Required

Intimate Pockets
Informal Trails
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2030

Native
Plantings

Young
Hardy
Plantings

Restored Forest
Acknowledging
and Respecting the
spirit of the forest,
encouraging growth
and healing

Picnic Tables
Visitors Center
+ Cafe

Toilets

River Edge
Acknowledging
and Respecting
the spirit of the
water, welcoming
change and new
relationships

Low-Impact
Paths

Open
Green
Space

Wooden
Boardwalk
Boardwalk
Extensions

Bike
Racks

2

4
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Canopy Boardwalk
"Journey Through the Vines" Connects users to the forest and the basket of knowledge

2)

Woven Beacon
"A Basket of Knowledge" as an observatory and place of gathering to share stories

3)

The Landing
A pause before the journey begins, a grounding for newly gained knowledge

4)

Wetland Boardwalk
Connects beings throughout the project and beyond its boundaries

Smaller Gathering Pockets

Young Nurse Species Planted

Open Space for Gathering

Light and Art as Narrative
Ethereal light and Maori art installations throughout the Forest acknowledge the
beings of this place and recall their stories
Gently Sloped to High Point

Stepping Stones Connect to River

3

Iconic Tower Attracts Visitors

1

1)

DALLINGTON LANDING

Stepping
Stones
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2065

Established
Native Birds

Restored Forest
Acknowledging
and Respecting the
spirit of the forest,
encouraging growth
and healing
River Edge
Acknowledging
and Respecting
the spirit of the
water, welcoming
change and new
relationships

Water
Inundation
Water
flows below
boardwalk

1)

Canopy Boardwalk + Expansion
"Journey Through the Vines" Connects users to the forest and the basket of knowledge

2)

Woven Beacon
"A Basket of Knowledge" as an observatory and place of gathering to share stories

3)

The Landing
A pause before the journey begins, a grounding for newly gained knowledge

4)

Wetland Boardwalk
Connects beings throughout the project and beyond its boundaries

2

3

4
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Water Begins to Flow In

Increased Programmatic Use

Maturing Plant Community

Continued Forest Growth

Diverse Species Interacting

Light and Art as Narrative
Ethereal light and Maori art installations throughout the Forest acknowledge the
beings of this place and recall their stories

DALLINGTON LANDING

1

Established
Plantings
Spread

Maturing
Plantings
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2120

Diverse Bird
Population

Mature
Trees

Restored Forest
Acknowledging
and Respecting the
spirit of the forest,
encouraging growth
and healing
River Edge
Acknowledging
and Respecting
the spirit of the
water, welcoming
change and new
relationships

Major
Inundation

Continued Dry
Connections

5

4

Canopy Boardwalk + Expansion
"Journey Through the Vines" Connects users to the forest and the basket of knowledge

2)

Woven Beacon
"A Basket of Knowledge" as an observatory and place of gathering to share stories

3)

The Landing
A pause before the journey begins, a grounding for newly gained knowledge

4)

Wetland Boardwalk
Connects beings throughout the project and beyond its boundaries

5)

River Flows
The Otakaro-Avon River's changing flows is respected as it begins to break through

New Water Connections

Thriving Bird Population

Light and Art as Narrative
Ethereal light and Maori art installations throughout the Forest acknowledge the
beings of this place and recall their stories

Dry Point Maintained

Permanent Water Inundation

3
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1)
2

Matured Trees + vegetation

1

DALLINGTON LANDING

Healthy Fish
Habitat
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Inundation Adaptivity

Planting Approach

The landform design welcomes the river to fluctuate due to seasonal water events as well as long-term climate change effects

Planting will include species native to the Canterbury region, with zone mixes guided by 3 key considerations.

Temporal
Soil Saturation

Preparing for
Salt Intrusion

Initial planting will prioritize
hardy nurse species, which
can grow in open, exposed
spaces; these plantings will
help produce conditions in
which more delicate species
can begin to grow.

Planting zones are initially
defined by current saturation
levels, and layer-in future
saturation conditions.
Preparing the plant
community for short-term
seasonal events as well as
climate change inundation.

A higher percentage of
salt tolerant species will
be mixed in to the planting
zones along the edge of the
river downstream, seeding
the plant community for
potential salt intrusion.

Potential Species to Include

Potential Species to Include

Potential Species to Include

Pittosporum eugenoides
Tarata | Lemonwood

Dacrycarpus dacrydioides
Kahikatea | White Pine

Coprosma propinqua
Mingimingi | Coprosma

Cordyline australis
Ti kōuka | Cabbage Tree

Cortaderia richardii
Toetoe | Plummed Tussock

Leptospermum scoparium
Mānuka | Tea Tree

Phormium tenax
Harakeke | New Zealand Flax

Juncus pallidus
Wīwī | Giant Rush

Cortaderia richardii
Toetoe | Plummed Tussock

Hebe salicifolia
Koromiko

Carex secta
Pūkio | Tussock Sedge

Apodasmia similis
Oīoī | Jointed Wire Rush

Hardy Species First
2030

Base Condition

Annual Flood

2030

50-Year Flood

2065

Base Condition

2065

Annual Inundation

2120
2030

200-Year Flood

The removal of the existing
stopbanks and the grading
alterations made to the site will
welcome the river to fluctuate
and change course through the
site through the natural processes
of erosion and deposition.
Acknowledging and respecting
the dynamic forces of the
river, the design provides area
for the river to expand during
fluctuation periods, which will
reduce pressure on surrounding
stopbanks and adjacent
infrastructure.
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2065

Base Condition

Severe Inundation

2120

Annual Inundation

Potential Salt Intrusion Zone
Totara Podocarp Forest
Transition Podocarp Forest
Kahikatea Podocarp Forest
Wetland

2120

Severe Inundation

Native Tussock

DALLINGTON LANDING

2030
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